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Foreword by Jeff Bacon
Email: director@icenihog.com

Hi All,

Welcome to our May edition of Iceni Times. By the time you receive this issue we
should be close to kicking off the first full ride out of the season on Sunday 23rd
May…..but as you know this will still be subject to any government restrictions that
might apply at the time.

On the ride out front Gunther and the road crew have been busy working on the 2021 ride out calendar.
It’s all loaded onto our Google calendar that can be viewed via the website at www.icenihog.com.
There’s a great selection of rides on offer so throw off those bike covers, polish those bikes and join us
on some great chapter rides.

Here’s a thought ….. the bike might be ready, serviced, polished and tyres
checked, but are you ready? It’s a well-known fact that over the many months
of Covid lockdown your riding skills will have deteriorated, and this probably
means you’re less prepared for safe, enjoyable group riding. So why not do
something about it and have a go at the new A-to-Z riding challenge? It’s a
bit of fun that will help you think about routes and destinations as well as
brush up your riding skills. To help make it even more interesting you will also
start to learn about ‘What Three Words’ and should you do well, you could
win a small prize at the end of the year. More details on pages 18-20 and on
the Iceni website.

On the social front we’re still waiting for government confirmation we can resume some form of social
gatherings towards the end of June. To this end, please put Saturday 3rd July in your diary. If all goes
well this will be our first chapter meeting back at the Norwich Harley Dealership, albeit in the car park.
In addition, we will be lighting the BBQ for the first time in over a year. I really can’t wait. And did I
mention that to celebrate our coming back together the BBQ will be free to all members? Please keep
an eye on our e-comms and the Iceni calendar for more details nearer the time.

As usual all our riding and event communications will continue to reach you via our calendar on
www.icenihog.com , email bulletins and of course the much-loved texts directly to your mobile.

Finally, I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the ongoing success of Iceni during what
has been truly difficult and challenging times. I for one am really looking forward to putting this year
behind us and moving on with chapter life as we used to know and love it.

Please don’t forget: if you have any feedback for us (good or bad) I’m really keen to hear from you, and
I know your committee members are always looking for suggestions and new ideas... So, don’t be shy!!!

Here’s looking forward to seeing you all on the road again soon.

Ride Safe

Jeff

Live To Ride – Ride To Live
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Editorial by Colin Prestwich
Email: editor@icenihog.com

Salutations and welcome to the latest issue of Tempora Icenorum with the usual
collection of Chapter news and insane ramblings from me....

“So, Colin, where are we up to on the Wiccan calendar this time?” I hear you ask.
Well, the first few days of May fall at the mid-point between the vernal equinox and
Midsummer. May Day is an ancient festival of spring and a modern day spring
holiday in many European countries.The earliest known May celebrations are the
Floralia, the festival of Flora, who was the Roman goddess of flowers, and which

was held from 27th April to 3rd May during the Roman Republic era i.e. before the time of Augustus
Caesar. The best known late twentieth century traditions involved dancing around the maypole and
crowning the Queen of May. In 2021 it is mainly associated with sitting around in pub gardens and
drinking beer.

We have a very special front cover for this issue; the main photo is a cropped and enlarged section of
the overall winning photo in Martin’s photography competition. I do not wish to spoil the big
announcement so please see pages 13-15 for further details of who all the winners are. For this issue I
have also changed the banner at the top of the front page. Previously this was a photo taken of the
twelve people who went on the Poole trip last year standing around like Robin Hood’s Merry Men in the
wrong forest. That photo was taken by a complete stranger using Martin’s camera. Obviously, the fact
that Martin was in the picture meant that he could not enter it into the competition himself and as one of
the judges he would have had to disqualify himself. The photo for the banner on the front cover of this
issue was an entry into the photo competition taken by Christine Byles on the occasion of the funeral of
Paul MacDonald, but in view of the recent passing of the Duke of Edinburgh I thought it would make for
a fitting double tribute on the front cover of this issue.

For this issue Tom Tennant has written another excellent article and I have written something on the
XR750 Past and Future. The Iceni Times Interview in this issue features the life and times of Mike
Watling.

Regular features in this issue also include the Hogoscope with our very own Septic Sue and Dave’s
Corner. There are also quite a lot of rally updates in Ross’ regular contribution towards the end of the
magazine as well as info on Dorian’s planned trip to Jersey.

Sadly nobody took up my challenge of finding photos in and around
Norwich. To fill the space I have had no choice but to subject you to some
more Latin! That’ll learn you!

From next month onwards I’m going to be out and about taking
photographs like Colin Creevey so watch out! Thankfully, there’s light at
the end of the tunnel and everyone will stop using that silly expression. Of
course there’s light at the end of the tunnel, otherwise it would be a cave!

As ever I would welcome anything you can contribute to future issues.
Please send anything you have to editor@icenihog.com .

I hope you find this issue entertaining and informative.

Be seeing you,

Colin

P.S. Barbara would like me to let it be known that the charity auction
raised an impressive £361.50 plus £80 from committee caricatures.
Many thanks to all the contributors of items and all the bidders.
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Membership News
with Jo Bacon – secretary@icenihog.com

Hi All,

Hoping for a better riding season in 2021…

I am very happy to let you know that out of the
123 members from last year, that over 100 re-
newed to ride with the chapter for 2021. Really
great news considering the year that we have
all just endured. Even better news are the new
members who have joined us during such a dif-
ficult time.

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce;

Layne Clements and Janice Alamanou, Sally McGrath,

Trevor Aldous, Leroy Black, Tony Wildey and finally Pete Bennett

And I know you will all join me in offering them a warm welcome to our chapter and we look forward to
meeting them all in person…

On a housekeeping front, I know most of you have completed your enrolment
form for this year, but there are a few outstanding. Can I please remind you
that I will need a signed form on file before you ride with the chapter? This
signed consent form is necessary as it gives the road crew insurance protec-
tion provided by HOG. The form is available to download from the website and
can be emailed to me at; secretary@icenihog.com

I am looking forward to seeing you all on the road again in the near future…

Stay safe

Cheers

Jo – Chapter Secretary
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Colin’s Latin Primer
Next time you go on a ride-out you might find the following phrases useful in the car park:

cave machinam – Watch out for the bike!

dixi, noli machinam meam tangere – I said do not touch my bike!

margaritas ante porcos – What do you mean you don’t like my new modifications!

multum in parvo – My Sportster has 1200cc!

ab nullorum filiis non carborundum – Don’t let the bastards get you down!



Hello everyone and hello Spring – it’s
great to see you! With light at the end
of the tunnel and proper freedom on
the horizon it’s time to feel fabulous
again after the year we’ve all endured!
However, I don’t know about you but there’s part of me, although looking
forward to anticipating the return to normality, feels a little apprehensive about
the return to social gatherings and outings.

So, I’m sure you all agree that our health and well-being is particularly paramount having had to deal
with the life style changes forced upon us as a result of the pandemic. Time now then to press the “reset
button”, shake off any feelings of lethargy, isolation and confusion and move forward with a positive and
well-deserved excitement.

How fortunate we are to be able to “dip our toes in the water” of meeting in larger groups through the
planned ride outs beginning at the end of May. The nature of this socialisation outside, with fresh air all
around us certainly appeals to me far more than gathering inside with a large group and limited
ventilation. Although I’m sure as the Summer moves on confidence will grow to embrace bite-sized
steps forward to a return to previous social events. I’m looking forward to a long-awaited trip to the
hairdressers next week. For me it’ll be the start of a “revive and refresh” plan.

What does this mean for us Ladies of Harley? Well, this is of course personal to each and every one of
us but predominantly whatever makes us feel good! It may be a trip to the hair or beauty salon but on
the other hand could be taking your own “spa” time at home, enjoying some gentle stretching, blissful
bathing and healthy cuisine.

It may be a good time to get out your leathers and check out your bike related wardrobe. Do things still
fit? Maybe some further purchases need to be made! Don’t forget that as well as the Harley
merchandise there are also the LOH/Iceni/HOG patches available at the dealership for you to customise
your bike gear.

I can’t wait to see you all soon and return to some aspects of normality. Oh yeah, and to get back to
making memories that will provide content for future Iceni Times articles.

Take care everyone.

Stay safe,

Betty

PS – The identity of the late entry to the Tyre Kicking
Challenge was...........Ron Eaglen
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The first XR750 was based on the
Sportster (which had been around since
1957) and was designed for flat track ra-
cing in the US. The engine capacity was
reduced to 750cc to meet the require-
ments of the competitive racing circuit
and cast iron cylinder heads were used
to keep development costs down. To
start with Harley-Davidson produced
200 bikes for racing purposes but tech-
nical issues meant that Harley achieved
little success in the 1970 and 1971
Grand National Championship. How-
ever, after making alterations to the car-
burettor configuration and introducing aluminium cylinder heads another 200 models were produced in
1972. As stock this bike produced 73bhp but once tweaked was capable of producing 84bhp and it went
on to win the triple at the Grand National Championship in 1972. Between 1975 and 1983 and again
between 1988 and 1992 and from 1994 to 2015 Harley-Davidson completely dominated the twin-cylin-
der professional racing circuit in the US. Amazingly, Harley ceased production of complete XR750 bikes
in 1975 but development work continued on a new generation of engines and by 1990 it could produce
90bhp, and eventually 100bhp.

The road racing version of the XR750
was fitted with an aluminium oil tank, a 5-
gallon fibreglass fuel tank and a
fibreglass fairing.

No story about the XR750 would be
complete without a mention for Evel
Knievel who jumped over either cars or
trucks (or a combination of the two) on
the XR750 between December 1970 and
October 1976. The longest jump Knievel
achieved over cars was 129 feet in 1971
over 19 cars. His longest jump over
buses was over four years later
successfully jumping over 14 buses – a
distance of 133 feet.

And in the future the
XR750 could well be
electric!
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I’d missed out on the F1SE 50cc experience at 16 and it wasn’t until I was 18 that I swung my leg over
a several owner Honda CB175 twin and I was into motor biking at last. I’d been reading the Motor Cycle
News from around the age of 14 and was always checking out the classifieds, dreaming I’d one day own
a bike.

The Honda spent its life chugging (literally) backwards and forwards every couple of weekends over the
Pennines from home in East Lancashire to University in Sheffield whilst I was studying Civil Engineer-
ing. It was a faithful servant and even managed to survive it when I grounded a footpeg on a bend in
Huddersfield and it ended up wedged under the front axle of an oncoming Ford Transit. Luckily I’d let go
before this and the bike sustained a burst tank and bent front forks, which were repaired with scrapped
parts. On graduating I accepted a job as field engineer on the construction of the M20 in Kent. The
Honda was sold as I was now living in a caravan on site for the next 18 months.

On completion of the M20 works, I got a job back in Lancashire and needed transport. I hadn’t taken my
bike test as yet, so I was limited to a 250cc. A second-hand Honda Superdream was my next bike and
on it I passed my test. This was quickly traded in for a brand new Yamaha XJ650 with shaft drive. This
was the first of a few fast bikes that took me around Lancashire visiting various construction sites.

Luckily no more crashes, even though I’d find myself on the wrong side of the road on occasions. One
great piece of judgement for which I still pat myself on the back is as follows:

An older guy lived across the back street and had a GSX1100 in race trim and had lapped the Isle of
Man TT course on it at an average speed of 105mph as a privateer (this was 1979). He also had a racing
sidecar outfit which he’d fire up and run it down the back street until the police were called about the
noise. Every time I wheeled the bike out, he would always ask me if I wanted to go for a ride with him. I
always declined and think if I had taken up the offer I wouldn’t have been here today, such was his level
of skill and my lack of it.

I continued riding Japanese machinery until around 1981 and then my life completely changed. Thatcher
had come into power and with the country more or less broke, all large capital construction projects were
mothballed or shelved completely. Suddenly I was out of a job and the bike had to be sold. Then a huge
stroke of luck occurred in my career; I got a job as a sub-sea engineer/hydrographic surveyor and spent
the next 30 odd years working world-wide in the oil and gas industry. The career is widely known as a
good earner, although lots of sacrifice with regard to a home life and sometimes long stressful hours are
required. Bikes were swapped for products from Enzo and Ferdinand as the need for speed was still
there and I could realise even more dreams.
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Life went on, marriage to Debbie came and then soon after a son and daughter. With a sensible hat on
and new found responsibilities, the thought of having a motorbike (they’re dangerous, aren’t they?) was
not even contemplated. Fast cars, however, were luckily allowed but only just, as I managed to stuff a
911 into a tyre wall at Cadwell Park. Debbie was furious that I was not taking my family responsibilities
seriously enough. No more track days allowed!

With the children’s education finished and both of them in stable careers I was fortunate enough to retire
at 55 years old in May 2013. In that summer and by complete coincidence we happened to be in Sher-
ingham on a Saturday afternoon. The high street was lined with barriers and at around 12 o’clock the
thunder arrived! Three hundred Harleys rolled in and I was hooked. I said to Debbie “I’d like to get back
into biking” and to my surprise she instantly said “go for it”.

I calmed down after a while and thought “I’m 55 years old. Is this just a mid-life crisis? Won’t I look
stupid? Bikes are for younger people, aren’t they, and can I even still ride? On the positive side, I’ve
hopefully many years ahead of me and I just can’t keep on fly-fishing those chalk streams and lakes in
Norfolk, I need another hobby.”

After further research (mainly YouTube viewing) and again another stroke of luck as follows: I’d booked
a motorcycle refresher course at Anglia Training in Swaffham. The idea was to have a track morning and
then a cross-country ride on a one-to-one basis to see if I could still ride and, most importantly, enjoy it!
The day was approaching and the weather forecast was looking extremely wet. I was very nervous and
fortunately the instructor said he was most sorry that he’d have to cancel as something had come up.
Phew from me! “Not to worry. We’ll give it a go the following week,” he said.

The following week was glorious weather, just the kind of summer’s day that Norfolk is so good at. The
guy kitted me out and I started off on a Honda 125cc and practised several manoeuvres and laps around
the track. I was also taught the weird concept of counter-steering (counter-intuitive if you ask me). I
then progressed to a 400cc before we then headed away from the track on a 600cc machine for a 90
minute ride around Watton, Mundford and Thetford. By the time we got back to the track I was absolutely
exhausted with the physical effort and concentration but had loved every minute in the glorious, perfect
biking weather. The instructor said my riding was safe and positive and gave me the thumbs up. If it had
been the previous week with the weather then I would have probably given it the thumbs down.

Ok. I know I can ride, I enjoy it, but what machine to buy? At the time, we were living in the centre of
Norwich and Tinklers (Yamaha dealer) was a stroll away. Being that my last few bikes were Yamaha, a
supposed “the devil you know” came into it. I’d decided I wanted a cruiser, as race/track focused bikes
were not my thing anymore. They had a V-twin demo bike in a bobber style (they call it the Bolt for the
US market) fitted with an Akrapovic exhaust on the forecourt. Mr Tinkler could see I was interested in it
and fired it up to tempt me into thoughts of a ride. Although it sounded great, I couldn’t get the Shering-
ham day out of my head. I said I’d think about the Bolt and get back to him later

Back to the laptop and further re-
search. Then came the light bulb mo-
ment. There’s a Harley Davidson
dealership right here in Norwich and
they even have a Chapter to go with
it.

Next stop, Keith, who fires up a bike
fitted with Vance and Hines short
shots. The sound is brutal. I’m
hooked again but landed this time!

Deal done! …New mates! ......Happy
life!

Right: New Harley rider coming!
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Dave’s Corner
My WLC Project

Even though the Americans did not get involved in WWII until December 1941, their army had been
placing orders for military H-D motorcycles since 1940. The WLA was a militarised (A for army) version
of the WL. In 1942 Harley-Davidson began producing the WLC for the Canadian Army. As Dave alludes
to in his piece below, unlike the WLA, the Canadian version was equipped with a manual clutch and a
front brake taken from the Big Twin.

These two pictures are
of a 1943 WLC made for
the Canadian Defence
Corps which I restored a
few years ago and
which I have since sold.
When I bought it it was
hand-painted black and
cream with so many in-
correct parts it would
have been very danger-
ous to ride, but after the
rebuild it was alive
again! I loved chasing
down the parts; the front
wheel was NOS [new
old stock] from Fred
Warr’s. Most of the other

major parts I bought from eBay and were genuine OEM [Original Equipment Manufacturer]. The motor
I had rebuilt in Holland and I did all the rest myself.

The differences
between the WLA and
WLC were the rear
lights, front fender
marker light (both smal-
ler than WLA) option for
16” wheels rather than
18”, kick start pedal and
rubber oil lines rather
than steel. Headlight
mounted above the
horn mostly, although
some were the other
way around. The WLC
also had an option for a
hand operated clutch
(which I didn’t fit) and a
front brake mounted on
the right (WLA on the
left).
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Hogoscope
with Septic Sue (Mystic Meg’s sister)
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Aquarius: January 20th – February 19th

Happy days are here again. The sun is shining,
the sky is blue! Spring has sprung! Don’t you feel
it? You can and you will. Dust off your leathers,
polish your bike and hit the road. Blow away your
cobwebs, Aquarius. Fire your arrow to the hills.
Follow your dreams – you are on your way.

Pisces: February 20th – March 20th

Dreaming of a better life, better pay, better
weather, a new bike maybe? The universe is
shining on you, Pisces. Now is the time to grab
the life you want. You can’t change the weather
but you can change your clothes. Put your
waterproofs on and enjoy a different experience.

Aries: March 21st – April 20th

Firey Aries, the time is right for you to take on the
world and win. Happy days are ahead of you.
Grab with both hands to make your own
happiness. Count your blessings, not what you
haven’t got. The world is your oyster. Believe it.

Taurus: April 21st – May 21st

You love comfort and familiar surroundings,
Taurus. But it’s good to expand your horizons and
get out of your comfort zone. You will surprise
yourself. The new way is before you....the long
and winding road. Jump on your bike and make it
your way ahead. Look out, world, here you come!

Capricorn: December 21st – January 19th

Peace and quiet. Hearth and home. We know you
love them but sometimes you can have too much
of a good thing. Come on, you will be old before
your time, Capricorn. Slippers off, bike boots on!
The world is waiting. Go!

Libra: September 24th – October 23rd

You are always thinking, Libra. Editing, analysing
all things in life. It’s time to live your plans and
thoughts. Put your thoughts into action. The world
is waiting for you to show your full potential. Your
bike is parked up ready for you. Ride out and have
some fun.

Sagittarius: November 22nd – December 20th

You are always wanting to roam and travel,
seeing the world and different cultures. You, as
we all have, have had your wings clipped. But it’s
getting better, Sagittarius. The world is waiting for
you. You can be the beacon of light to lead the
way. Go get ‘em, tiger.

Gemini: May 22nd – June 22nd

Gemini, there are two of you in your head; one
that thinks about everything and the other side of
you that throws caution to the wind like a real wild
child. Be the wild child. Helmet, jacket on, foot to
the pedal and head for the hills!

Leo: July 24th – August 23rd

It’s time to shine, Leo. You have been hidden
indoors too long. The world has missed your
happy smile and upbeat disposition. Spread the
love. Dust off your boots, jacket and saddle. Leap
on board and enjoy the ride. Spring has sprung.

Scorpio: October 24th – November 21st

Ouch! What’s up, Scorpio? Why the sting in your
tail? Had enough of lockdown? Longing for the
wild blue yonder? It’s coming. It’s nearer than you
think. Just put your head above the parapet. It will
be better than you think. Jump in the water. It’s
fine. Trust and believe. All will be just great.

Cancer: June 23rd – July 23rd

Don’t hide away. You are a sensitive soul. There
is light at the end of the tunnel. Aim for it. You will
surprise yourself how much fun your life can be.
Your bike has been stationary too long and so
have you. Pull on your boots – your world awaits.

Virgo: August 24th – September 23rd

You love to plan, Virgo. Dot the i’s and cross the
t’s. The researching and route planning is more
exciting than arriving for you. Remember that you
are allowed to have fun and let your hair down.
Just what the doctor ordered. Get out there and
shine.

credo quia absurdum est



My interest in motorbikes started at the age of four. My father loved motorbikes and
every Saturday night from March through to October we went to watch speedway at

the Firs stadium which was only a 15 minute walk from our house. When I was a bit older me and my
friends would spend our spare time cycling round the stadium and hang about in the pits talking to the
riders and mechanics. Sometimes we could earn a shilling cleaning and polishing their leathers. I loved
the smell of the shale and the Castrol R they added to the fuel. The speedway closed in 1964 when I
was just sixteen but I did get to ride round the track on a 50cc bike before it was demolished. There were
also many visits to Chadders Hill for the motorcycle scrambling, as it was called then, and grass track
racing at Outney common, Bungay. My Dad’s ride then was a 350 Ariel with girder forks. With the addi-
tion of a sidecar this was the family transport. Later on he had a 50cc machine that he would let me ride.

My first bike was actually a scooter -- a Lambretta LD 150.
This was purely by chance. The guy who lived opposite us
was an “AA” man and he used the Lambretta with a sidecar
to attend breakdowns. The Lambretta lay abandoned be-
hind his garage when he left to join the Navy and we
bought it off him. Unfortunately the sidecar was just rust
but me and my Dad stripped down the scooter and rebuilt
it. I was too young to legally ride at that time so a few of us
kids would push our motorbikes over to the car park on the
greyhound track on Boundary Road (now B&Q) or on to
Galley Hills which was just fields and rough ground then.
We could ride them over there and no one ever com-
plained. I spent many happy hours repairing cars and en-
gines with my Dad and later on in my own garage but it was
easy then to take an engine out, get it re-bored and rebuild it. The advent of electronics made this in-
creasingly difficult and now I am happy to change brake pads and do the simple jobs but I hand it over
to the experts for more in depth jobs. If I ever get the time I would like to take on a “project” and rebuild
it but it would need to be a relatively modern bike as I would get no joy in riding vintage machines al-

though I like to look at them.

At the age of seventeen I abandoned bikes for cars as
my big passion then was drumming and I couldn’t carry
a drum kit on a bike. I still retained a love of bikes but I
couldn’t afford both and didn’t have the time to ride any-
way.

My working career began as an apprentice engineer at
what was then the G.P.O. [BT to younger readers!] We
had the old green Morris Minor vans with the black rub-
ber wings. I left this career in 1979 to become a profes-
sional drummer or as they say I just gave up my day job.
We worked with many of the well-known names of the
times at various holiday camps, Mecca halls and the
Tower Ballroom in Yarmouth where the stars from the
shows used to hold their Starlight Ball at the end of the
summer season for the Water Rats Charity.

Whilst I loved playing I could see that I was never going
to earn enough money to support the lifestyle I wanted
for me and my family so I started doing home mainten-
ance jobs during the day which eventually led to in-
stalling blinds for various companies and a disastrous
partnership in one of the companies.
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Sue and I opened our own manufacturing business in
1988 designing and making shading systems for the roofs
of conservatories. Conservatories were in their infancy
then but this took off and necessitated giving up music
and working long hours for many years until we sold out
and retired in 2010. We were lucky enough to make con-
tacts which led to work in the USA, France and Switzer-
land.

My love affair with Harleys began as a fateful encounter
when I took my test. We had encouraged all our children
to have bikes when they were sixteen and there was a
150cc scooter left in our garage when our youngest

moved on to a car. I thought that I would use this in my retirement and I didn’t want to have “L” plates so
at the age of 60 I took my test. My daughter joined me, first for the CBT then a three day direct access
course. I had no intention of buying a bike but each day the trainer took us into the Harley showroom for
a coffee break and I fell in love with the bikes. I never looked at any others. I just loved the Harley look.

We took our tests on the Training School’s 500cc Hondas.
Shortly after passing my test I was back in the showroom
and buying a 1200cc Sportster. I was still working long hours
then so my riding was restricted to a few hours on a Sunday.
I only rode 3000 miles in 6 years.

In 2014 I joined the Iceni Chapter. I had very little involve-
ment in the first couple of years because of other commit-
ments but by then I had started riding a lot more and joined
a few Chapter rides. I wanted to go touring so in 2015 I
traded in the Sportster for our current bike, an Ultra Limited.
In 2016 I won the mileage competition. I think I rode about
16000 miles that year, as far North as the Lofoten Islands, east into Russia and south down to Portugal,
Italy etc. If only we could do that now. Sue joined me on the pillion in 2017 and we became more in-
volved with Iceni rides and social events. I enjoy riding on my own but it is great to have the friendships
and camaraderie that is so much a part of Iceni. I wouldn’t mind having a second smaller bike to run
around on. I liked the look of the forty eights but it is hard to justify the expenditure for the amount I would
ride it. I still have other interests; grandchildren, helping the children out with home maintenance, playing
golf badly and playing drums with a Samba Bloco so life is pretty busy.

For me, a big part of owning a Harley is riding to different countries and joining in with the Harley rallies.
I find they give you a focal point to ride to and you meet a lot of great people when you get there. The
local Chapters organise rides through wonderful scenery and take you to places you would never find
otherwise. I think my favourite rally is European Bike Week which takes place at Faaker See every
September. The next season’s bikes are usually on display and there are some great rides and music.
Pretty much anything goes so there are some “unusual” outfits and “happenings”, not for the politically
correct. The Austrian people are extremely welcoming and they turn out in their thousands for the
parade on the Saturday. St. Petersburg was another terrific experience; the line up for the parade is in
the square of the famous Winter Palace -- absolutely awesome. Then on the parade you feel quite re-
bellious when you blast through red lights while the Russian police stand there and can do nothing es-
pecially as, much to the chagrin of the Leningrad Chapter, the FSB are leading the parade.

My hopes for the future are that we can get back to travel-
ling. I would love to ride down to Greece and around the
coast of Italy, even along the Nile and possibly down to
South Africa to tour with Gunther and Debbie instead of fly-
ing there. Riding is freedom and in an ideal world we
should be able to ride anywhere in the world without fear
but I don’t think that will happen in my lifetime. My young
grandson asked me why I keep going away. I told him that
there are seas, lakes and mountains and I want to discover
what lies on the other side. I hope my children and grand-
children will enjoy more of that freedom and spirit of dis-
covery.
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The competition was judged by Aud and myself as a non photographer
and photographer with judging experience. Two different judges would
probably come to a different result. Mike Blomfield chose the overall win-
ner. There were some superb entries of some excellent bikes. I hope that
entrants will not mind allowing us to use some of the photos elsewhere
for Iceni promotional purposes. We will contact entrants. All photos will
be uploaded to the gallery. Highlights for me were some of the photos of
bikes in ‘industrial’ settings.

The winner of the Harleys
Pure and Simple category
(and also the overall win-
ner) is Dorian Burrows.

This was a difficult one to
judge. There were some su-
perb entries of some awe-
some bikes. However, this
one shows details of a Fat
Bob (which I personally think
is an ugly bike) as a piece of
art. It is clearly a Harley
Davidson and gives one an
appreciation of how design-
ers work to make sure their
bikes have an aesthetic ap-
peal. It is technically excel-
lent and an image we would
be happy to have framed on
our wall (it fits with our dé-
cor).

Mike Blomfield says: “My
particular favourite is the
shot 'pure and simple' -- a
great shot which could rival
some official pics from the
manufacturer! Really stood
out for me.”

As a category and overall
winner Dorian will receive a
voucher for £50 to spend at
Lind.
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The winner of the We Are Iceni
category is Christine Byles.

Audrey and I disagreed over this
one, each of us having our own
favourite. However, both photos
were by the same photographer. Al-
though there is a technical issue
(there’s either a very strong tide or
it’s a bit on the wonk) the spirit of
what it portrays is what is important.
HOG is the official riding club for
Harleys and here we have a group of
Iceni in a new location, either just ar-
riving or about to set of together to
find new places, enjoy riding with
each other and appreciate the world
they are in and no doubt, once di-
vested of helmets, jacket and
gloves, enjoying a laugh and banter.
There is interaction going on with perhaps the sharing of information and help and advice being offered.
Mike Blomfield says: “Second best for me is the 'We are Iceni'. It sums up what Harley-Davidson is all
about; great bikes, great friends, great scenery, adventure and a total escape from the everyday 'grind'
so to speak.”

The winner of the Harleys On
The Road category is Mark Bird.

This was the toughest category to
judge and there were many excel-
lent entries of great looking bikes in
great looking locations whether
that be stunning mountain vistas,
beautiful country villages or grimy,
run down, industrial, urban streets.
We settled on this one because it
evokes the spirit of the explorer,
riding across country to find new
places and stopping to take in and
admire the place they are in. All
this needed to finish it off would
perhaps be a sunset and perhaps
a silhouette of someone gazing
across the vista in front of them.

Mike Blomfield says: ”This just wants you to jump on a bike and go touring
and see the world.”

Mike adds: “Well done to all those who submitted. Hopefully we can realise
these pictures very soon and get out on the bikes.”

As category winners Christine and Mark will each
receive a Lind voucher for £25.

I hope everyone has enjoyed this competition as
much as I have.

Thanks to all,

Martin
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Six of the best (of the rest)

Submitted by Mark Bird

Submitted by Ross St Quintin

Submitted by Jeff Bacon

Submitted by Sally and Roy Hibbs

Submitted by Mike Watling

Submitted by Colin Griffiths
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Can you think of a
clever caption for this
photograph? If so,
please send it to
editor@icenihog.com

As before there is no
prize as such for win-
ning this competition
but, as I always say,
what better reward than
the glory of having your
name and wit published
in this august mag-
azine?

Also, as ever, if you
have a photo which
would make a good
caption competition
then don’t hesitate to
send it to me – ed.

Last Time’s Winning Entry

The winner of last time’s Caption
Competition is Tom Tennant again
who submitted the following:

“When Barbara said she wanted to
contact home, Geoff arranged the
trunk call.”
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Latin Solutions from the last issue....

i) ab Camuloduno fugi, ad Ventam Icenorum veni. et in Arcadia ego. I left Colchester and came
to the marketplace of the Iceni. I, too, am in paradise. [Expressing the joys of joining the Iceni
Chapter.]

ii) bis dat qui cito dat. He who gives quickly, gives twice. [It’s always helpful to pay your
membership fees early.]

iii) ab asino lanam (absit invidia). Blood from a stone. Literally, wool from a donkey (no offence).
[When attempting to get material for the Iceni Times from a certain committee member.]

iv) ad utrumque paratus. Prepared for the worst. [Parking the bike gingerly]

v) odi profanum vulgus et arceo. I hate the crowd and keep my distance. [Social distancing
comes more naturally to some people.]

vi) ne plus ultra. Nothing better….[than RNLI accommodation]

vii) sed Tempora Icenorum omnia revelant. But Iceni Times reveals all….[the drunkenness in
Poole.]

viii) nunc est bibendum. Now it is drinking time. [No explanation required.]

ix) locus delicti. The scene of the crime…. [of being phonejacked.]

x) quid novi?What’s new….[in Ber St.]

....and new ones in this issue [I know you can’t bear to wait – ed.]

Page 2 quo vadis?Where are you going? [...on the A-to-Z Challenge.]

Page 5 domina prima Capituli Icenorum. The First Lady of the Iceni Chapter. [Betty]

Page 10 credo quia absurdum est. I believe because it is absurd. [It must be true]

Page 13 ars gratia artis. Art for art’s sake. [Photography was unknown to the Romans!]

Page 22 haecne taberna munusculorum unica est? scire velim ubi taberna togarum sit. Is this
the only gift shop? I want to know where the clothes’ shop is. [Not a patch on Neil’s shop.]

Page 25 mens sana in corpore sano. Healthy mind in a healthy body. [Has Ross said that
before?]
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With the riding season getting underway we can now confirm the details of the treasure hunt
based A-to-Z challenge for you to have a go at which involves riding your bike to various destin-
ations as listed on the target & score sheet [see next two pages]. If you accept the challenge then
have a look at the rules below that explain in a bit more detail how the A-to-Z challenge works. Then
simply decide when you want to ride and where you want to go. By way of an example, the letter F is a
Forest; it can be any forest, anywhere. You decide how far you want to travel and on what day you want
to travel. But before you leave a little bit of planning should help you get the best ‘What Three Word’
scrabble score from your chosen destination. On arrival at your chosen destination take a photo with
you and your bike in the frame and record your ‘What Three Word’ score on the target & score sheet.
Keep hold of the score sheet until the end of the challenge but send your photos on a regular basis to
our A-to-Z coordinator Yvonne Owers via email, text or WhatsApp. Contact details for Yvonne are; email:
Yvonneowers@btinternet.com or phone / text: 07799774684.

The challenge will run from 1st May to 30th September. The overall Iceni winner will be the person
with the highest confirmed ‘What Three Word’ scrabble score after the closing date of 30th September
2021. A small prize will be awarded at our end of year party or the AGM.

Rules:

Plan your own route to find the best ‘What 3 Words’ Scrabble score you can whilst standing next to or
near to the object or place listed on the A-to-Z target sheet. Please don’t travel in large groups as this is
not designed to be a group activity or break any social distancing rules or ‘stay at home’ rules that ap-
pertain at the time. PLEASE STAY SAFE AND WITHIN THE LAW.

1. Your planned route may include one or more stops to gain points in the Challenge.

2. At each of your destinations, take a photograph with you and your bike in it.

3. Make a note of what you have visited, for example Wymondham Abbey

4. Using the What 3 Words app for Wymondham Abbey you will get ‘pheasant.dissolve.plus’

5. Use the Scrabble calculator to work out your score: https;//thekatespanos.com/scrabble-score-calcu-
lator/

A = 1 / B = 3 / C = 3 / D = 2 / E = 1 / F = 4 / G = 2 / H = 4 / I = 1 / J = 8 / K = 5 / L = 1 / M = 3 / N = 1 / O
= 1 / P = 3 / Q = 10 / R = 1 / S = 1 / T = 1 / U = 1 / V = 4 / W = 4 / X = 8 / Y = 4 / Z = 10

In cases such as SOMETHING THAT’S JET PROPELLED please name the location and this name will
then give you the ‘What 3 Word ‘ to work out your score.

Send the photograph taken at each location visited to Yvonne our Challenge Coordinator with a brief
description of where you were, the What 3 Words and your claimed scrabble score.

You should also fill in your scoring sheet to keep track of what you’ve done and what’s left to do.

At the end of the challenge send Yvonne your score sheet and any outstanding photos so the winner
can be determined because a small prize will be awarded to the overall winner, based on the claimed
and verified total scrabble score.

Note: -- When you visit a location you will find, by moving around, you will be able to change the What
3 Words you collect. So, it’s OK to try and get the best 3 words that will give you the highest scrabble
score but please remember the photograph you send in of you with your bike should be in the What 3
Words square you are claiming the scrabble points for.

Have Fun & Stay Safe, Jeff
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NAME: PLACE VISITED PHOTO
Submi�ed

What 3 Words POINTS
Claimed

DATE

A ABBEY

B BRIDGE

C CASTLE

D DYKE

E ESPLANADE

F FOREST

G GRAIN STORE / GRAIN
SILO

H A NATIONAL HERO

I ICONIC STRUCTURE

J SOMETHING JET
PROPELLED

K A KING (STATUE)

L LAKE

M MEDIEVAL



N NATURAL
WONDERS/ATTRACTIONS

O OBELISK (concrete/stone)

P A PORT

Q QUARRY

R RNLI STATION

S STATELY HOME

T TELEPHONE BOX
(Repurposed)

U UNIFORMED SERVICE

V VIADUCT

W WATERFALL or WEIR

X XYLOGRAPH

Y YOUTH HOSTEL

Z A ZOO



Hi everybody,

Keith here checking in with the latest updates
from the dealership.

So, the good news!! As of 13th April we have
had open doors to the public. We are espe-
cially looking forward to seeing our lovely
chapter members, along with our general cus-
tomers, too.

The first week of opening was busier than even
we could have expected with consistent footfall
and no less than 20 bikes sold between our two
sites! Because of lockdown stock is now at a
premium, but if someone has a specific require-
ment then let me know and I will do everything I
can to fulfil your requirements. Jamie is ready and
waiting for your service and parts enquiries, and
Jordan is working flat out in the workshop servi-
cing your bikes and prepping all of the sold ones.

You may recall I mentioned about the
Pan America previously, and as far as
we are aware the launch of the bike is
due to happen towards the end of May
with a demo bike being available from
that time onwards. In the meantime,
the Harley-Davidson event team will be
at Newmarket on Thursday 20th May
with a static display of the new Pan
America. Numbers are limited for obvi-
ous reasons so for anyone wishing to
look into the Pan America in a bit more
depth please contact me and I can get
a slot booked for you during the day.

More sunny weather please in the meantime, meaning you can all come
out on your bikes and hopefully find your way to the dealership soon.

Stay safe and I hope to see you soon.

Keith
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haecne taberna munusculorum unica est? scire velim ubi taberna togarum sit.

3) £11.00
5¼” x 2¾”

4) £6.00
4½” x 2¾” 6) £5.00

4¾” x 3¼”

5) £7.00
5¼” x 3”

1) £16.00
12½” x 7”

2) £17.00
10¾” x 6”

Please note:

1) Measurements given indicate the size of
the rectangular space required.
2) Apart from No.5 all patches need to be
sewn on and are not “iron-on.”
3) You will need to add £1 for P&P.



HOG around the Rock takes place in Jersey this year from Friday 3rd to
Sunday 5th September 2021.
Unlike other rallies this is island-wide rather than being based around one
location with a host of activities organised by members of the Jersey HOG
Chapter. If you are into tents, loud music and copious amounts of alcohol then
this is probably not the rally for you but if you are into exploring an island,
good food and drink with a host of like-minded individuals this could be one
of the most enjoyable rallies you will ever attend as I discovered on my last
visit.
The rally programme is still being finalised but it will include visiting German
WWII fortifications which are dotted all around the island and a host of other
attractions culminating in a tour ‘parade’ of the island on the Sunday,

Although this is an offi-
cial Iceni event it will be
up to you to organise
your ferry over to the is-
land and your own hotel
accommodation and
rally tickets.
For rally tickets click
here or visit www.jersey-
hogs.co.uk . You will
need to scroll down to
the bottom of the page
for the registration
forms. Rally tickets are
limited so it’s best to get
these organised sooner
rather than later.

For ferry tickets visit www.con-
dorferries.co.uk .
You can get a 10% discount
on your ticket by e-mailing
Group.Travel@condorferri-
es.co.uk who you should also
contact if you are having any
difficulty booking your ticket.
Those of us already going
have booked on Thursday 2nd
September on the hydrofoil
from Poole to Jersey. Some
are returning on the Monday
and others are making a holi-
day out of it and returning on
9th September. There is the In-
ternational Air show taking
place on the island on
9th September if you are into
planes.
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For hotels visit booking.com or sim-
ilar. Those Iceni members already
going have booked into Hotel de
France in St Helier, The Dolphin
Hotel or the Hotel Seascale in
Gorey. There is a wealth of accom-
modation in Jersey but it’s best to
book early as with European travel
restricted Jersey could be a busy
place in September.

The centre of the rally is based at
the ‘Steam Boat’ on the outskirts of
St Helier. Rally registration is at Jer-
sey Harley-Davidson www.jerseyh-
d.com in St Saviour.

Nothing is far away in Jersey and
everything is relatively easy to get to
although parking at times can be
troublesome. There is no bike theft in
Jersey and your pride and joy will be
safe. The island has a speed limit of
40mph but through villages 20mph is
common. Parish Constables as well
as Police can book you for speeding
so if you see a farmer chasing you on
a tractor it’s not because he wants to
play. The Parish Constables and
Police are also pretty hot on drink
driving so the sensible thing to do if
you want to drink is get a taxi to the
venue. All the roads are in good
condition, better than those in the UK,
although the lanes are narrower than
those in Norfolk. There is no National
Health Insurance in Jersey and no
reciprocal arrangement with the UK
so you may wish to consider travel
insurance.
If you intend to go to HOG around the Rock please email dorianburrows@btinternet or contact me on
07818 418609 so that I can coordinate everything. For the official ride out we will ride as a chapter and
for those not returning on Monday 6th September and wishing to explore more of the island I plan to host
a couple of rides.
If you fancy visiting one of the few remaining HOG rallies in the UK this year then don’t delay!
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Hello “Team Iceni”

Well, at long last we can now start getting out and about with our initial ride outs now
ready to roll and it looks like spring is here at last….!

We are looking forward to a great turn out for the first formal group ride on Sunday
23rd May which may well be some people’s first Blow the Cobwebs ride, so be
careful.

We also have our Group Riding Refresher ride out on Sunday 6th June.

The famous “Iceniors” mid-week rides will be getting off to a flying start with good numbers meeting up
for their Wednesday jaunts…. ”Having fun” are the watch words, closely followed by “Safely”, which
doesn’t necessarily mean slowly…. Safely in the motorcycling sense means using your road position to
get best visibility for yourself and to make yourself visible to other road users.

We are once again delighted to be able to promote the Biker Down Courses, First Aid and Police Safe
Rider scheme to Iceni members. Without doubt, all those who have taken part in any of the courses will
endorse them and recommend getting involved.

Please use the resources we have on our website to remind yourselves about our Group Riding
recommendations booklet, which provides some useful ideas and techniques to make your participation
in our Group Ride Outs Safe for yourself and all those in the group. The document is on our website as
a download so please have a read through and re-familiarise yourself with the guidelines.

An extract from the guidelines is shown below for your information, and as usual if there are any
questions please ask…. Remember there is no such thing as a stupid question!

Staggered formation

Once the pack has formed up in a right / left staggered formation, the second bike should be on the kerb
side or left and the third on the right and so on. By riding in a staggered formation if the bike diagonally
in front of you has to change lane due to an incident on the road they can do so safely. Note the lead
bike is not part of the formation and may run right or centre depending on the road. See Fig 1.

• Allow one bike length for every 10 mph or 2 seconds to the bike in front (not the diagonal
bike).

• In poor weather conditions allow two bike lengths for every 10 mph.
• Hold your position, do not swap sides as bikes drop out during second man drops.
• On narrow roads move to single file.
• Keep a check on your mirrors for other bikes that may be overtaking the pack.
• Do not overtake other bikes in the group unless invited to do so.
• Try not to allow large gaps in the formation as cars will try to pull into the gap.
• At traffic lights and roundabouts cars may well split the pack, but do not feel pressurised to

overtake and the vehicle may well turn off.
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Second man drop

This is a safe method for ensuring the whole group gets to the destination without
getting lost. The second man is the rider behind the lead bike. On a ride when
the group needs to make a turn, the lead rider (Road Captain) will indicate to the
rider behind where they would like the rider to stop his bike to mark the route.

If you are the second bike and the lead rider is indicating a turn, be prepared to stop where indicated. If
you are the third bike be prepared to overtake the stopping bike in front of you and you are now the
second man. When you are invited to stop by the lead rider at a point they believe is a safe point to stop,
you must make a judgement call and stop where you believe it is safe to stop. It is important to
remember that you need to be seen by bikes further back in the pack who may have become split up by
traffic so they know where to turn. Once you have stopped your bike cancel the indicator and use your
arm to point in the direction of the ride.

Now look out for the last man, who is wearing a GREEN reflective hi-vis vest…. Be sure it is the person
who was introduced in the briefing. The last man will give you a signal for you to move off in front of him
and for you to re-join at the back of the group (Fig 2).

Rider Safety and Training Courses

As you might expect, once the Pandemic lifts and we can get back to riding, we will be offering members
opportunities for various riding and safety courses.

• Biker Down - Two courses in July (FULL), Next Course later 2021
• First Aid Course - 18th Sept (FULL), Next Course later 2021
• Police sponsored Bike Safe
• I 2 I Riding skills and Machine Control
• Rospa / IAM

If you would like to take part on any courses please let me know and get your name on the list for when
the courses, once again, become available.

So, with a lot of riding to catch up on some folks will be considering going along to one of the limited
number of Rallies….

The Fenlanders Rally is being held in July at the Holt RFC facility. The event is normally good fun and
easy access for most Iceni members. See the separate advertisement on the next page. Sadly, the
Thames Valley Chapter rally has been cancelled and RTTW is limited to 4000 pre-booked tickets.

We have a massive Iceni contingent heading down to the Cirencester Convergence Rally in August
which is now full, and once again promises to be a weekend full of fun…. This event is organised by
Hogsback, New Forest and Rolling Hills Chapters, with a Saturday ride out around the Cotswolds….

So, let us all look forward to a great new riding season in 2021. There is a lot of riding to catch up on
and the road crew have already started planning to make sure
there is plenty of choice.

Looking forward to seeing you soon!
Make It Fun - Make It Safe
Cheers, Ross St Q
Assistant Director & Safety Officer
Mobile - 07802 800180
Assistant.director@icenihog.com
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